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PRIME
MINISTER OF
PAKISTAN
VISITS NHQ

Honourable Prime Minister of
Pakistan, lmran Khan visited
Naval Headquarters, Islamabad.
Upon arrival, Prime Minister was
welcomed by Chief of the Naval
Staff, Admiral Muhammad Amjad
Khan Niazi and was presented
Guard of Honour by a smartly
turned out contingent. Prime
Minister laid floral wreath at
Shuhada monument and was
introduced to the Principal Staff
Officers at Naval Headquarters.
The Prime Minister greatly
appreciated the professionalism
and operational readiness of
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Pakistan Navy and reposed
complete
confidence
in
safeguarding
country’s
sea
frontiers. He also acknowledge
Pakistan
Navy’s
contribution
towards
regional
maritime
security
by
contributing
in
international efforts and taking
own initiatives. Prime Minister
showed his satisfaction on steps
taken to ensure security of
Pakistan’s coast, Gwadar Port and
maritime related projects of CPEC.
The Prime Minister further assured
full support of the Government
for capacity building of Navy to
meet the evolving challenges

in maritime domain. He further
added that the Government fully
realizes the importance of maritime
sector and its immense economic
potential which can be utilized
for the prosperity of the country.
In the same spirit, Government’s
vision of declaring 2020 as ‘Year
of Blue Economy’ was to set the
strategic direction for spurring
growth
of
maritime
sector.
Prime Minister and the Minister
for Defence, Finance & Maritime
Affairs, Special Assistant to
Prime Minister on NSD & SPP
and Secretaries Defence, Finance,

Foreign and Maritime Affairs
were given detailed briefing on
maritime security challenges and
Pakistan Navy’s perspective on
development of maritime sector.
The Naval Chief thanked Prime
Minister for his visit and reposing
confidence in the Navy. He also
assured that Pakistan Navy with the
help of Allah SWT will continue to
defend the country’s sea frontiers
& maritime interests and shoulder
the responsibilities with honour
both during peace and war.
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MIDSHIPMEN
COMMISSIONING PARADE
114th Midshipmen Commissioning Parade
was held at Pakistan Naval Academy PNS
RAHBAR, Karachi. The Commissioning
Parade comprised 102 Pakistani and 64
Midshipmen from friendly countries. Chief of
the Naval Staff, Admiral Muhammad Amjad
Khan Niazi graced the occasion as Chief Guest.
While addressing the ceremony, Chief of the
Naval Staff highlighted the technological
strides and recent acquisitions made
by Pakistan Navy and underscored the
responsibility & challenges entrusted upon
newly commissioned officers. The Admiral
said that Pakistan is a peace loving country
and desires to maintain amiable and friendly
relations with all its neighbors. He underlined
that our desire for peace and readiness must

not be misconstrued as our weakness as the
Armed Forces of Pakistan are fully cognizant
of all such nefarious designs and stand fully
ready to foil them, whatever may be the cost.
The Chief Guest advised the newly
commissioned officers to be grateful to Allah
Almighty and remain resolute while taking up
the sacred task of defending the motherland
and put in their best to live up to the
expectations of the nation in line with PN
traditions. The Naval Chief congratulated
the commissioning term for practically
joining proud community of the maritime
defenders of Pakistan. He also felicitated
Midshipmen
from
friendly
countries
on
becoming
commissioned
officers.
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Lt Asad Munir PN Conferred with Quaid-i-Azam
Gold Medal

Midshipman Muhammad Hassan Jalal claimed the
coveted Sword of Honour

Midshipman Muhammad
clinched Academy’s Dirk

Officer Cadet Hamza Malik was awarded Chairman
Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee Gold Medal

Usman

Ahmed

Khan
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During his welcome address,
Commandant
Pakistan
Naval
Academy,
Commodore
Sohail
Ahmad Azmie highlighted the
quality training being imparted
to Pakistani as well as friendly
countries’ cadets at Pakistan Naval
Academy. While addressing the
commissioning term, comprising
01 Jordanian, 07 Qatari and 56
Royal Saudi Naval Forces (RSNF)
and 102 Pakistani Midshipmen,
the Commandant urged them to
hold fast the ideals of Honour, Duty

and Loyalty to keep the nation’s
interests first and foremost.
The Chief Guest gave away prizes
to the distinction holders. The
prestigious Quaid-i-Azam Gold
Medal was conferred upon Lt Asad
Munir PN. Midshipman Muhammad
Hassan Jalal claimed the coveted
Sword of Honour for his overall
best
performance,
whereas,
Midshipman Muhammad Usman
Ahmed Khan clinched Academy’s
Dirk. Beside, Officer Cadet Hamza

Malik was awarded Chairman Joint
Chiefs of Staff Committee Gold
Medal and Midshipman Hussam
Mohammed Al Rashidi from
Royal Saudi Naval Forces (RSNF)
won Chief of the Naval Staff Gold
Medal. The Proficiency Banner was
claimed by Main Top Squadron.
The ceremony was attended
by senior military officers, civil
dignitaries and parents/ relatives
of passing out Midshipmen.
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POETRY

GUARDIANS OF THE SEA

Who attires in white?
Who moves in spright?
We stamp our plea
We are guardians of the sea
We concern the challenges
The enemies are at avenges
We die, In spree
We are guardians of the sea
We uphold the doctrine
Of unity, faith, discipline
We pounce in unity
We are guardians of the sea

We set new trends
And question old legends
We are always mighty
We are guardians of the sea

We train, we rear
Blend skills and care
We are voice of the century
We are guardians of the sea
I hope my prayers
Will get to lofty airs
To glorify, our pedigree
We are guardian of the sea.
By Lt Cdr Saba Riasat PN
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PNS
TABUK
VISITS TURKEY
Recently commissioned Pakistan
Navy Ship TABUK visited Port
Aksaz, Turkey on her return passage
to Pakistan. The visit was aimed
at strengthening bilateral ties,
enhancing naval collaboration and
interoperability with Turkish Navy.
During stay at Port, Pakistan Navy
Ship was extended warm welcome
by Turkish Naval Authorities.
Commanding Officer of PNS
TABUK called on Aksaz Naval
Base Commander Rear Admiral
I. Kurtulus Sevinc and discussed
matters of mutual interest. The
Commanding Officer conveyed
sincere regards of Chief of the
Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Amjad Khan Niazi for the people
of Turkey in general and the
Turkish Navy in particular. The host
Military dignitary acknowledged
the Pakistan Navy’s contributions
in ensuring regional maritime
security.
The Commanding Officer of
PNS TABUK also highlighted the
deteriorating situation and human

rights violations being committed
by Indian Armed Forces against
innocent people of Indian Illegally
Occupied Jammu & Kashmir
(IIOJ&K). He also extended his
gratitude for the whole hearted
support provided by the Turkish
Navy for TABUK’s port call.

On departing the Port, PNS TABUK
participated in Coordinated Patrol
with Turkish Navy ships. The recent
visit of PNS TABUK is reaffirmation
of PN-TN collaboration and to
further foster brotherly relations
between both the countries.
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FIRE POWER
DEMONSTRATION

SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
In an impressive display of
firepower,
Pakistan
Navy
Air Defence Units demonstrated
their
combat
readiness
through
live
weapon
firing
of Surface to Air Missiles
(SAMs). Chief of the Naval
Staff
Admiral
Muhammad
Amjad
Khan
Niazi
graced
the occasion as Chief Guest.

During Live Weapon Firing, the
launched missiles successfully
engaged the intended targets. The
successful firings have re-affirmed
Pakistan Navy’s war fighting
capability and combat potential.
Chief of the Naval Staff expressed
his complete satisfaction on the
operational readiness of Pakistan
Navy and its preparedness to defend

the national maritime interests.
On the occasion, Naval Chief
commended the officers and
men for their commitment and
professionalism. He emphasized
on continued vigilance to thwart
any aggression against the sea
frontiers and provide a befitting
response to any misadventure by
the adversary.
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Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi
during his official visit to Turkey
called on Minister of National
Defence, Turkish Armed Forces
Commander, Turkish Naval Forces
Commander, Commander Turkish
Fleet and President of Defence
Industries. Naval chief also
visited Golcuk and Istanbul Naval
Shipyards, Turkey.

CHIEF OF THE
NAVAL STAFF
VISITS

TURKEY

Upon his arrival at the Turkish Naval
Forces Headquarters, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi
was presented guard of honour
and
subsequently
conferred
with “Legion of Merit of the
Turkish Armed Forces” by Turkish
Naval Forces Commander in an
impressive ceremony. Both the
dignitaries discussed the matters
of naval collaboration and mutual
interest aimed at further enhancing
ties between the navies of two
brotherly countries. The Naval
Chief was given comprehensive
briefing regarding Turkish Naval
Forces.

mutual interest were discussed.
Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi commended the role and
contributions of Turkish Armed
Forces for maintaining maritime
peace and stability in the region.
The Admiral also laid floral wreath
at ATATURK Mausoleum, Ankara
and signed the Honour Book.

separately and visited both the
Shipyards where he was briefed
about under construction Pakistan
Navy Milgem projects. Chief of the
Naval Staff called on CEO ASFAT,
Esad AKGUN and was apprised
about developing capabilities &
capacities of military factories and
shipyards.

Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi also called on Minister
of National Defence Mr. Hulusi
AKAR and Turkish Armed Forces
Commander,
General
Yasar
GULER at Turkish General Staff
Headquarters, Ankara. The Naval
Chief called on President of Defence
Industries Mr. Ismail DEMIR at
Presidency of Defence Industries.
Matters related to regional security,
bilateral defence collaboration and

During his visit to Turkish Fleet
Headquarters Golcuk Naval Base,
The Naval Chief was received by
Commander Turkish Fleet, Admiral
Ercument Tatlioglu. The Admiral
was given comprehensive briefing
regarding Turkish Fleet Command.
He also called on Golcuk Naval
Shipyard Commander, Rear Admiral
(LH) Mustafa Saygili and Istanbul
Naval
Shipyard
Commander,
Rear Admiral (LH) Erdinc Yetkin

Turkish Dignitaries acknowledged
the efforts of Pakistan Navy for
maintaining maritime peace and
stability in the Indian Ocean Region.
It is expected that the recent visit of
the Naval Chief will further enhance
and expand Naval collaboration
and defence ties between the
two countries in general and both
Navies in particular.
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IMPORTANT VISITS TO NHQ

BRITISH HIGH COMMISSIONER TO PAKISTAN,
H.E. DR. CHRISTIAN TURNER

AMBASSADOR OF NETHERLANDS TO PAKISTAN
H.E. MR W. WOUTER PLOMP

AMBASSADOR OF EGYPT TO PAKISTAN,
H. E. MR TAREK MOHAMED DAHROUG

AMBASSADOR
OF
JAPAN
H. E. MR KUNINORI MATSUDA

HIGH COMMISSIONER OF BRUNEI DARUSSALAM
TO PAKISTAN H.E. BRIG GEN (R) DATO PADUKA
HAJI MAHMUD BIN HAJI SAIDIN

TO

PAKISTAN

HIGH COMMISSIONER OF SRI LANKA TO PAKISTAN
H.E VICE ADMIRAL (R) D.S MOHAN WIJEWICKRAMA

AMBASSADOR OF UAE TO PAKISTAN H.E. MR
HAMAD OBAID IBRAHIM SALEM AL-ZAABI

Navy News 13

COMMAND & STAFF CONFERENCE
THE NAVAL CHIEF LAUDED
INITIATIVES TAKEN
TOWARDS CAPABILITY
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
ACQUISITION OF
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Command and Staff Conference
of Pakistan Navy was chaired
by Chief of the Naval Staff,
Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi at Naval Headquarters
Islamabad.
Matters related to geo strategic
milieu,
national
security,
operational
preparedness,
training and welfare of troops
were reviewed. Briefings on
various ongoing and future
developmental
projects
of
Pakistan Navy were also given
to Chief of the Naval Staff.
While reviewing the continued
deteriorated security situation
in Indian Illegally Occupied
Jammu & Kashmir (IIoJ&K),
the forum reaffirmed the
support for just and rightful
struggle of Kashmiris.

The Naval Chief expressed
confidence
over
combat
readiness of the Navy. He
emphasized on strengthening
maritime security and to
effectively respond to any
aggression against Pakistan.
The Naval Chief lauded initiatives
taken
towards
capability
development through acquisition
of emerging technologies.
The forum
COVID-19

also discussed
situation
and

reaffirmed
implementation
of Govt policies to restrict
countrywide spread of the
pandemic.
Command & Staff Conference is
the apex decision making body
of Pakistan Navy in which Chief
of the Naval Staff along with
Principal Staff Officers and Field
Commanders undertake review
of Pakistan Navy’s Policies and
Plans.
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COMBINED TASK FORCE

PAKISTAN NAVY TAKES OVER
COMMAND OF MULTINATIONAL
COMBINED TASK FORCE-151
FOR THE NINTH TIME
Pakistan
Navy
assumed
Command of Multinational
Combined Task Force 151
(CTF-151) for the ninth time in
a formal Change of Command
ceremony held at HQ Combined
Maritime Forces (CMF), Bahrain.
Commodore Abdul Munib took
over the Command from Rear
Admiral (LH) Nejat Inanir of
Turkish Navy.
While addressing the audience,
the incoming Commander CTF151, Commodore Abdul Munib
assured that his team is fully
geared up to shoulder this
significant responsibility. He
also lauded the outgoing Rear

Admiral (LH) Nejat Inanir of
Turkish Navy and his team for
their dedicated efforts to achieve
set objectives during the tenure
of command. Commodore Abdul
Munib re-affirmed his resolve to
continue with the same spirit and
further highlighted the strong
relationship between Pakistan
Navy and the Coalition Maritime
Forces in pursuit of their common
objective for a secure maritime
order in the region.
CTF-151 is one of the three
Combined Task Forces operating
under Commander CMF. Its
mission is to suppress piracy in
Horn of Africa, Gulf of Aden and

adjoining ocean space under CMF.
Prior assuming the Command,
Pakistan Navy has the distinction
of commanding CTF-151 on eight
occasions in the past, which is a
manifestation of the trust among
the coalition partners.
The ceremony was attended by
Ambassador of Pakistan H.E. Mr
Afzaal Mahmood, Ambassador of
Turkey H.E. Mr Kemal Demirciler,
Vice Admiral Samuel J Paparo
US Navy, Commander Combined
Maritime Forces (CMF), Rear
Admiral Mohammad Yousif Al
Asam, Commander Royal Bahrain
Naval Force and other senior
diplomats and Naval officers.

Navy News 15
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FINAL PLANNING CONFERENCE

AMAN-2021

AMAN is a biennial Multinational
exercise conducted under the
slogan of “Together for Peace”.
The
exercise
demonstrates
Pakistan Navy’s commitment to
peacefully contribute towards
regional maritime security and
enhance interoperability between
regional and extra regional navies,
particularly against asymmetric

threats.
AMAN exercise is a
major international event meant
to promote regional cooperation,
stability and to display a united
resolve against terrorism and
crimes in the maritime domain.
First exercise was held in March
2007 and 7th Exercise of the series,
AMAN-21 will be conducted in

February 2021. In this pretext, Final
Planning Conference (FPC) was
held on 7th & 8th December, 2020. It
is expected that about 50 countries
will join hands with Pakistan Navy
to participate in the exercise with
their assets/ SOF teams, including
observers.

Navy News 17
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INDUCTION OF

PNS TABUK
Induction ceremony of state
of the art Corvette, Pakistan
Navy Ship TABUK was held at
Pakistan Navy Dockyard, Karachi.
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi
graced the occasion as Chief Guest
and termed the induction of PNS
TABUK as an important milestone

THE SHIP IS CAPABLE TO
PERFORM A VARIETY OF
MARITIME OPERATIONS
IN A COMPLEX MARITIME
ENVIRONMENT

in Pakistan Navy to enhance its
operational capabilities. The Admiral
underscored that the new addition
will contribute in promoting safe
and secure maritime environment
in the region. He further highlighted
the importance of evolving geostrategic environment in the region
and need of a potent Naval Force

Navy News 19

to counter increasing maritime
challenges.
While highlighting
the plight of Kashmiris in Indian
Illegally Occupied Jammu &
Kashmir (IIoJ&K), the Chief Guest
paid tribute to their exemplary
struggle of self-determination
against
Indian
oppression.
Pakistan Navy contracted for the
two YARMOOK class Corvettes in
2017. The first ship of this class,
PNS YARMOOK was inducted in
July this year while the second
ship PNS TABUK has also
been inducted into the Fleet.
The Naval Chief urged the officers
and men of PNS TABUK to make
full use of the combat potential

of this modern warship in safe
guarding the maritime interest of
motherland. He also acknowledged
M/s DAMEN Shipyards (Romania)
for
their
cooperation
and

delivering high quality platforms
to Pakistan Navy. The induction
ceremony was attended by
Senior
Naval
Officers.
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NATIONAL CRICKETER
EX-PAKISTAN NAVY SERVICEMAN

FAKHAR ZAMAN

CONFERED WITH
HONOURARY RANK
OF LIEUTENANT IN
PAKISTAN NAVY

FAKHAR ZAMAN IS AN EXPAKISTAN NAVY SERVICEMAN.
HE JOINED PAKISTAN NAVY
IN 2007 AS SAILOR IN
OPERATIONS BRANCH. DURING
EARLY YEARS IN SERVICE,
HIS EXCELLENT CRICKET
TALENT WAS SPOTTED AND HE
REPRESENTED PAKISTAN NAVY
IN MANY TOURNAMENTS

Navy News 21

In
order
to
honour
the
achievements in cricket arena
and association with Pakistan
Navy, Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi conferred renowned cricketer
Fakhar Zaman the rank of Honorary
Lieutenant in Pakistan Navy. A
special epaulette award ceremony
was held at Naval Headquarters to
mark the event.
Fakhar Zaman is an Ex-Pakistan
Navy Serviceman. He joined
Pakistan Navy in 2007 as sailor in
Operations Branch. During early
years in Service, his excellent
cricket talent was spotted and he
represented Pakistan Navy in many
tournaments. His performance in
the game remained exceptional
and he earned numerous laurels
for Pakistan Navy. His International
debut in cricket was in 2012 while
he was serving in Pakistan Navy.
He participated in International
Defence Cricket Challenge Cup
2012 held at Australia and was
declared Best Player of the
tournament. His cricketing skills
were recognized and he was
rewarded with Sanad-e-Tahseen
by Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
Committee (CJCSC).
Pakistan Navy observed profound
cricket skills and extraordinary
talent of Fakhar Zaman and
graciously provided him the

opportunity to continue his career
in Cricket and join Pakistan National
Cricket squad. During the course of
time, his major achievements in
cricket field include match winning
century against India in final of
ICC Champions Trophy in 2017, in
which he was declared as “Man of
the Match”. Besides, he had scored
1000 fastest runs in just 18 ODIs
matches in year 2018. He became
first Pakistani to score double
century in One-day International
Match and had record opening
partnership of 304 runs during
2018. Fakhar Zaman made the
World record by scoring 512 runs
in five consecutive ODI series. In
National T-20 Tournament 2020,
he was declared Best Player &
Batsman.
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi

congratulated Honourary Lieutenant
Fakhar Zaman for his remarkable
achievements for Pakistan in the
field of cricket. He underscored that
Pakistan Navy has been supporting
various sports including Squash,
Sailing, hockey, football etc and has
produced number of professional
players that represented Pakistan
and earned laurels for the country.
He highlighted that Pakistan
Navy will continue patronage
the sports culture at both
national and international level.
The epaulette award ceremony
was attended by Civil, Military and
dignitaries from PCB. Beside Ex
Cricket Players and family members
of Fakhar Zaman.
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EPITOME OF
REGIONAL
INTEGRATION

By Babar Ali Bhatti

Pakistan Navy conceived the idea
of hosting the series of naval
exercises in 2007 to promote
regional naval integration and
enhance compatibility inter alia.
The word ‘AMAN’ is chosen from
Urdu, the national language of
Pakistan, which means “peace”.
The exercise hosted by Pakistan’s
navy invites to bring more than 45
countries’ navies together under
one slogan “Together for Peace”
with the aim to strengthen multilayered security cooperation and

enhancing
inter-operability
in
maritime and Naval Ops and cross
culture interaction.
The Indian Ocean Region is
experiencing different security
and geostrategic changes which
have brought forth a number
of challenges for littoral states
including Pakistan. These changes
include the emergence of several
issues on regional screen such as
the militarized zones (Ops Enduring
Freedom), piracy off Somalia,
the Yemen conflict, rise of the
ISIS, dynamic Iran-West-Saudi
relations, the Arab spring, turmoil
in Levant which are obnoxious
to regional peace and stability.
Besides, Non-conventional threats
are posing more complicated
and difficult challenges in the
Indian Ocean. Specter of nonconventional threats is much wider
and intertwined with conventional
means such as climate change,
illegal, unreported and unregulated
(IUU) fishing, illegal immigration,
smuggling of arms and drugs,
piracy and maritime terrorism.
However, it has also provided
many opportunities to regional

states to enhance collective
security and regional cooperation
by channelizing and mechanizing
collective efforts. Pakistan navy
being cognizant of changing
security dynamics of the Indian
Ocean seized the opportunity to
augment the cooperation and
integration among navies through
the AMAN Exercise. Pakistan, being
the important stake-holder in the
Indian Ocean security framework,
has always been a vocal proponent
of freedom of navigation, peace
and regional harmony in the Indian
Ocean and has always played its
due role in promoting dialogue
and cooperation in the region.
Moreover, Pakistan Navy, being
the guardian of country’s maritime
interests, has remained at the
forefront in exhibiting Pakistan’s
intent for collective security and
mutual cooperation for peaceful
co-existence in the sea. Therefore,
despite their multiple resource
constraints, Pakistan Navy not only
participated
in
all
genuine
regional
and
g l o b a l
cooperative
efforts in the
region but also
initiated this
multinational
exercise

to augment regional peace and
integration.
The primary concept of the exercise
is to provide a common forum for:
Information sharing, identifying
areas of common interests and
enhance mutual understanding
for group analysis and dialogues;
practicing
and
generating
response tactics, techniques and
procedures against all traditional
and asymmetric threats. Based
on this concept, the exercise aims
to develop and improve Response
Tactics Techniques and Procedures
(RTTP) for protection of a number
of collective sea assets including
Sea Lines of Communication
(SLOCs), maritime infrastructure
and maritime resources against
non-traditional threats.
The AMAN Exercise was set to be
hosted by Pakistan biennially since
2007 and seventh Multinational
AMAN exercise has been scheduled
to take place in 2021. The AMAN
exercise has several modules and
program to gain its objective. With
the aim to build up Responses,
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures
against
unconventional
and
conventional
threats
through

operational and strategic warfare
planning and exercise at the
sea which includes VBSS, Naval
Gunfire,
Anti-piracy,
AntiSubmarine Exercise, Communications,
Operations,
Combine
Boarding
and Air Defence. In its programs
at sea, the exercise will include
advance naval drills and maneuvers
including Counter Terrorism Ops,
Maritime Security Ops, Antipiracy
Tactics, surface firing practices,
Search and Rescue maneuvers and
an International Fleet Review.
Moreover, it also includes an
International Maritime Conference,
Maritime Terrorism demo, Table
Top discussions on professional
matters and various cross cultural
activities in harbor. Besides,
Explosives Ordinance Disposal
Team, The Special Operation Forces
and other marine units will display,
learn and synchronize themselves
with advance weapons and modern
technological equipments in this
exercise.
The idea of `Exercise AMAN’
attracted a number of maritime
nations which believes in common
use of seas of the world for
peaceful co-existence and joint
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collaboration. Their attraction can
be gauged by the fact that the
number of participant countries has
risen to more than forty five started
from twenty eight participants in
2007.
Six exercises of the AMAN series
have been conducted so far and
seventh is expected to be held in
Feb, 2021. This series of exercise
have not only added to the national
prestige and honor of Pakistan but
have also enhanced Pakistan Navy’s
professional skills and abilities.
Participation of such a large number
of countries in the exercise implies
that the international community
endorses and appreciates Pakistan’s
initiative for collective regional
peace and security. Moreover, rising
strength of AMAN participants
also shows willingness of regional
countries to support and join
hands with Pakistan in
its efforts to enhance
regional
integration
for
harmony
and cooperation in
the Indian Ocean.
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WOMEN IN PAKISTAN’s

ARMED FORCES
No nation can rise to the height
of glory unless your women are
side by side with you.
Quaid i Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah

By Sidra Zia
Back to ancient times, women
in the Indus Valley region have
served as warriors, soldiers, and
guards through the rise and fall
of different empires. There are
anecdotes of queens and noble
women serving as economic
advisors and financial advisors to
emperors and aiding in key state
decisions. Therefore historically,
women have always played some
part in the establishment and
development of their empires
and nations. From Boudica to Nur
Jahan, there are examples of strong
women who have made good use

of their skills, intelligence, and
tactical abilities to provide security
and growth as leaders. It is then
inevitable that the nascent state of
Pakistan, too, would bring in a very
necessary part of its population to
act as catalysts for harmony and
development. Since the inception
of the country in 1947, women
have been encouraged to aid in
the economic, military, and civil
processes of their nation. Women
are considered a vital part of the
nation’s workforce, from the private
sector to agriculture. Of course, as a
vital organ of the nation, the armed

forces of Pakistan are no exception
to the rule. Begum Rana Liaquat
Ali founded the Pakistan Army
Women National Guard as a way
of providing medical and logistics
support to the defence forces.
Through this, women were able to
provide organize food distribution,
administer first aid, and give moral
support to the military. They were
lauded by the newly formed military
for their efforts in upkeeping their
commitment to the country’s
survival and success. Begum Rana
also helped in establishing the
Pakistan Women Naval Reserves
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30
while serving as the first lady
of the country. Moreover, many
women trained as medics and
nurses in the 1965 Indo-Pak war
and the 1971 Indo-Pak War. These
women proved a veritable source
of auxiliary support to the defence
forces of the country. Pakistan
is currently on of the few Muslim
countries in the world which allow
for a near-complete inclusion of
women in the armed forces and has
proven to be an example to many
of its Muslim allies. The Pakistani
armed forces themselves, have
encouraged the inclusion of women
through administrative, medical,
and other on-ground roles. This is
apparent through the increasing
number of enrolments of females
in the army, Pakistan Navy and Air
Force.
The Pakistan Navy looks after
nearly a 1000 kilometre stretch
of coastline alongside the Arabian
Sea. The area encompasses
small island, jagged terrain, and
choppy seas. The maritime armed
forces are also responsible for the
protection of important civilian
harbours and ports, and the
military bases of Pakistan. For their
insurmountable contribution to
the country’s protection, the navy
is celebrated on 8th of September
through Navy Day since the integral
role of the navy since the 1965 war.
Candidates join in as either sailors,
or officers, with at least 14-18 years
of education being a compulsion.
Pakistan Navy offers both men and
women the same opportunities
throughout
the
recruitment
process. This includes fitness tests,
psychological ability etc. Women
are held to the same standards
as men for swimming, shooting,

sailing, riding and parading, with
no discrimination based on gender.
Women get to serve in several
domains of the Pakistan navy,
including but not limited to military
logistics, staff development and
training, administrative staff, the
educational and special segment,
including medical corps. The senior
most rank obtained by Pakistani
female naval officers, so far, is that
of Commander.
The commitment of the navy to
create an enduring balance of
equitable rights between men and
women can be seen as far back as
1970, when PNWA was created.
The
Pakistan
Navy
Women
Association was founded in 1970 as
a way to provide opportunities for
general training, create vocational
training opportunities, and to
ultimately
increase
computer
literacy. It has become a full fledged
network of support over the years.
It also sought to facilitate the wards
of naval officers, and sought to
improve general literacy for those
in need. Moreover, the first batch
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female officers received UN medals
for their exemplary performance in
UN peacekeeping missions.

of the Navy’s direct female recruits
were inducted in August 1997, and
they specialised as pharmacists,
public relations officers, and medics
amongst others. Many also work
in law, education, information
technology and and public relations.
The increasing inclusion of women
in Pakistan’s defence forces has
proven to be a positive phenomenon
as they break barriers and continue
winning accolades. For example, in
the Pakistani army, Nigar Johar is
the first Pakistani woman to reach
the rank of lieutenant general,
and Shahida Malik is the first
female major general. Moreover,
women have already created a
commendable niche for themselves
as fighter pilots in the Pakistani
airforce. The first batch of Pakistani
fighter pilots joined the combat
forces in 2006, and many women
since then are now trained in aerial
combat. Notable pilots include
Ayesha Farooq who was the first
female fighter pilot of Pakistan and
Flying Officer Mariam Mukhtiar,
who passed away during a routine

exercise and is still recognized for
her honourable services. There are
also several notable peacekeepers
to the credit of Pakistan’s defence
forces.
Through institutional support,
hands on training, and inimitable
skills, Pakistani female officers have
been deployed abroad to areas like
Mali and the Democratic Republic of
Congo, which are often considered
dangerous assignments requiring a
crucial mix of soft-set and hard-set
skills for the peacekeepers.
Pakistan has been successfully
surpassing the 15% female quota
ascribed by the United Nations for
sending peacekeepers abroad since
at least mid-2019. The efforts
of the officers deployed in these
areas have been commended by
the United Nations on several
occasions. And not only has Pakistan
been recognised several times for
the unerring support of its soldiers
in humanitarian efforts abroad, but
one of the most apparent occasions
was earlier this year when Pakistani

It is undeniable that the inclusion
of women is pivotal to the positive
growth of a nation. Women are
naturally tactical by nature and are
able to balance the practical and the
emotional for a solution that may
be more inclusive than otherwise.
Women also possess natural
leadership abilities, and are able to
provide the necessitated emotive
role to be as good a leader as their
counterparts. Women’s further
inclusion in the field of defence
is predicated on the fact that
women provide a more inclusive
approach to problem solvency and
can allow for a more complete
picture of the proposed solutions.
Therefore, it is apparent that the
increasing role of women in the
Pakistani armed forces is a result of
their contributions and hard work
as they tirelessly serve their nation
alongside their male counterparts.
Though women cannot actively
participate in naval or on ground
combat, they still serve as
exemplary figures in the military
for many future aspirants who seek
to work for the betterment of their
country. It is also to the credit of
the Pakistan military as they ease
the process of women inclusivity
and allow for safe and motivational
working conditions for women
seeking to serve their nation. As
succinctly put by Quaid e Azam, “No
nation can rise to the height of glory
unless your women are side by side
with you.”
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GOOD ETIQUETTE AND
MANNERS OF EATING

•
Washing hands
before and after food
•
Always start with
Bismillah (In the name of
Allah)
•
If eating with your
hand, use three fingers
with small bites
•
Close your mouth
while eating to avoid
unnecessary noises.
•
Do not express
your
disapproval
or
dislike of certain foods.
•
Do not serve
yourself more than what
you can eat.

FOOLISH MONKEYS
A group of monkeys were sitting

monkeys, that’s a firefly, not real

on a tree on a cold winter night.

fire. I think all of you should take
shelter in a cave.”

One of the monkeys said, “I wish
we could find some fire. It will

The monkeys did not listen to the

help us to keep warm.”

sparrow. They continued to blow
at the poor firefly.

Suddenly they noticed a flock of
fireflies. The monkeys thought it

After a while, the monkeys

was fire. They caught a firefly and

became very tired. They realized

put it under some dry leaves and

that the sparrow was right. The

started blowing at it.

freezing monkeys set the firefly
free and moved to a nearby cave.

Meanwhile,

a

sparrow

came

flying to its nest and saw what
they were doing. The sparrow
laughed. She said, “Hey silly

Moral: No one is so wise
that he can afford to wholly
ignore the advice of others.

•
Sharing
and
offering others the best
of what you have
•
Eat from what is
directly in front of you.
•
full

Do not eat to your

•
Do not breathe
or blow into drinking
vessels.
•
At the end of
a meal, thanks Allah
Almighty.
•
Make Dua or
a Prayer for your host
when invited out for a
meal.
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